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alternative to traditional methods. Examples of such solutions are ATM services and credit card/debit card services.



ABSTRACT Mobile-Commerce is a new and popular concept of enabling the financial transactions on mobile phones. With the ever increasing use of mobile devices, especially in developing countries, we envision that smart and new generation mobile applications will change the life style in developing countries. Therefore we propose a new mobile payment system, which utilize the advantages of mobile-commerce application to enhance the life style of the people in developing countries. Mobile-ATM is one of such application, which enabling modern banking services on mobile phones. This application is very useful especially in rural areas, where accessing banking facilities is a critical issue due to distance barriers and poor literacy. Moreover the propose system is design to use real currency(coins and notes) as transaction medium, because electronic coins are not much available in developing countries. Moreover this paper discusses the social, economical and technical impact of the proposed system in context of developing countries. In addition to that it points out the essential security and value added services provide by the propose system, with respect to financial transactions.



Categories and Subject Descriptors



Mobile banking (M-banking) is one of the newest approaches to the provision of financial services through wireless network, which has been made possible by the widespread adoption of mobile phones even in developing countries [1]. It involves the use of a mobile phone or another mobile device to perform various financial transactions either directly with the recipient (micro-payments) or indirectly, via a client's bank account. On the other hand functional capabilities of mobile telephony have been rapid, and have extended usage well beyond the classical applications (telephone calls and short messaging). There is mounting evidence of positive financial, economic and social impact of those technologies all over the world [5]. Additionally mobile based solutions can achieve more coverage. On the other hand one of the most important concerns with such transactions is their security. The mobile networks are based on use of poorly secured wireless protocols [8]. Therefore these reasons make mobile financial applications even more vulnerable to fraud and illegal use than similar transactions performed over open networks. Therefore, one of the main prerequisites for successful, large scale and broad deployment of mobile financial services applications is their security [7]. In many developing countries only very few facilities exist to perform transactions using electronic financial materials [5]. Therefore M-Banking system for developing countries should be capable to use actual notes and coins as the transaction medium.
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1. INTRODUCTION As a result of industrial revolution and globalization, commercial transactions have rapidly increased. However people realized that exchanging a large amount of money is a risky task.[2] As a solution they started using banking facilities for doing money transactions. At present banks provide attractive facilities for more effective money transactions. However, many problems related to bank transactions are still remaining. In developing countries these problems have become worse [7]. During last two decades researchers have applied information and communication technology concepts to solve banking problems. They introduced E-Commerce and M-Commerce concepts as an



Hence, we propose a new money withdrawal/deposit system (ATM system), that would enable people to perform their ATM transactions based on mobile technologies with additional security features. The proposed Mobile ATM system will reduce some of the barriers of using ATM system and improve security related to ATM transactions.



2. THE ATM SYSTEM The traditional ATM system facilitates customers to access their bank accounts in order to make cash withdrawals or deposits and check their account balance. Although it inherits several weaknesses, at present there are thousands of ATMs scattered throughout the world. Such growth reveals that the ATM is a successful new technology that has been adopted by people. Even though ATM is a very popular electronic transaction system, it associates with several weaknesses. In developing



countries these issues become worse. Some of the major problems inherit with ATM transactions are mentioned below. ATM machines are not scattere all around the country. Therefore users have to travel a long distance to access ATM facilities. In rural areas the situation is worse. The initial cost of installing ATMs is very high. Also, ATMs typically connect to the ATM Transaction Processor securely, via either a dial-up modem over a public telephone line or directly via a leased line, which is expensive. In addition to that banking organizations need trained staff to maintain ATM devices. As a result maintenance cost of ATM machines is not economical. Security, as it relates to ATMs, has several dimensions. There are reports that ATMs have become targets for vandalism. Sometimes thieves are attempting to steal entire ATMs. Shoulder attack [6] is another famous security threat related to ATMs. Simply, the people live in developing regions face lot of difficulties of using ATM. The propose system is designed in such a way that it can solve most of these problems and enhance the security of the transaction.



3. MOBILE ATM SYSTEM Mobile-ATM is a simple M-Commerce application, which provides ATM services. The traditional ATM network can be replaced by the proposed M-ATM system. The key components of the anticipated system are Bank, Customer and the M-ATM agent. Both, M-ATM agent and the customer should have mobile phones, suitably modified to perform the functions of the MATM. The bank has M-ATM server as the front-end, connected to the bank's back-end transaction management system. Figure 1 illustrates the overall system architecture.



3.



At the same time the bank sends a payment authorization SMS to the mobile ATM agent (M-ATM) together with a transaction number (a random number is different from confirmation number).



4.



The customer declares the confirmation number to the mobile ATM agent (M-ATM).



5.



The mobile ATM agent (M-ATM) sends a confirmation SMS to the bank together with the transaction and the confirmation number.



6.



The bank transfers the amount from the customer's account to the mobile ATM agent's (M-ATM's) account and sends a transaction confirmation SMS to the mobile ATM agent.



7.



Bank also sends a transaction confirmation SMS to the customer.



8.



The mobile ATM agent hands over the money to the customer.



Two random numbers are used in a particular transaction to provide non reputability. Moreover it is a legally accepted evidence to confirm that, the transaction has happened completely.



3.1 System Deployment At the customer side there should be a special mobile application, suitable to operate the M-ATM functions. The application requires customer's PIN number for authentication purposes. In addition to that application requires M-ATM agent's mobile phone number and the amount of money to be withdrawn. Finally customer side application sends secure SMS message to the bank with the M-ATM mobile number, the amount of money to withdraw and the customer's account number. At the M-ATM agent's side there should be a mobile application, which is capable of receiving secured SMS messages from the bank. Further it should be capable of sending the transaction number, the confirmation number and the customer's mobile phone number to bank in a secure way. This application also requires agent's PIN number for authentication purposes.



Figure 1: System architecture Transactions take place the proposed M-ATM system is explained as below. 1.



Customer goes to a Mobile-ATM agent's place and sends a secure SMS to the bank (withdrawal request) with mobile ATM agent's (M-ATM) phone number, requested amount.



2.



The bank verifies customer's account and sends an authorization SMS message to the customer together with a confirmation number (a random number).



M-ATM server is providing registration and authentication services for the Mobile ATM. Furthermore the M-ATM servers are responsible for generating two random numbers (confirmation number and transaction number) for every transaction. There is an algorithmic relationship between the confirmation number and the transaction number. The random number generation program will not generate the same number for another transaction. After the 5th step, in section 3, M-ATM servers should be able to identify the two numbers, which belong to the same transaction.



3.2 Security Issues Since the transaction happens mainly through SMS, security issues related to SMS should be considered by the proposed application [7]. Normally in the GSM network, sender and receiver of a SMS is identified by its IMSI [4], which an attacker cannot forge without breaking the GSM/UTM security mechanisms [8]. Therefore, these SMS messages can be used for authentication (at least towards the network). However this protection is only available in GSM network and there is no end to end security. Therefore either the network operator or its



infrastructure must be trusted or the external authentication protocol must be deployed [3]. It is not convenient to trust the network operator and its infrastructure in the context of applications like M-ATM [6]. This factor motivates to design end to end security mechanism for the propose system instead of depending on GSM network security.



4. DISCUSSION There are several features of the Mobile ATM system that makes different from other Mobile banking systems. The most important feature is, Mobile-ATM supports real currency as its transaction medium. Simply customers can exchange real currency (coins and notes) using the system, rather than using electronic currency. In the context of developing countries or rural areas, there are no such facilities to accept or use electronic currency. In that context, this is a significant advantage of the propose system. Security features provide by propose system is another distinguish feature. Since SMS messages propagate though open GSM network, use as communication medium, Mobile-ATM system especially design to provide security features regards to financial transactions. The propose system use asymmetric cryptography factions to implement the security features. However implementing and using IT base solutions in developing countries is a big challenge due to poor communication and IT infrastructure. The solutions which require high end and newest infrastructure to deploy will fail in context of developing countries. Therefore we design the propose system to utilize the existing mobile communication infrastructure. The propose system use GSM network as communication medium, which is available in every country. Remarkable, GSM networks cover most of the geographical areas of the developing regions. Hence Mobile-ATM system is design such a way that utilize the existing infrastructure for its deployment.



5. CONCLUSION We believe that the propose system successfully addresses the issues of difficulties in accessing ATM services in the rural areas of developing countries. It enables more security regard to the ATM transaction. As well as proposed M-ATM system provides legally accepted evidence about the transactions. Without having any additional cost on the infrastructure, the existing mobile networks can be used to deploy this system. Since most of the people have the knowledge to use mobile phones, customers can familiarize with the system easily. The proposed Mobile-ATM system is being implemented in a rural bank in Sri Lanka. We are confident that this application would address a major service gap in developing countries that is critical to their social and economic development.
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